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Welcome to this World Dance Alliance Global Assembly performance. The choreography 
you will see this week reflects the Assembly’s theme Dance/ Diversity/ Dialogue: Bridging 
Communities and Cultures.  
 
The World Dance Alliance was initiated in Hong Kong in 1990 with the founding of the 
Asia Pacific region to serve as a primary voice for dance and dancers throughout the 
world, to encourage the exchange of ideas, and to promote the awareness of dance in all 
its many forms. The Americas joined the Alliance in 1993, Europe in 1997, and an Alliance 
is under development in Africa.  
 
Global Assemblies are normally held in alternate years, hosted by one of the three 
regions. Previous Global Assemblies have taken place in Seoul, Essen, Philadelphia, 
Tokyo and Dusseldorf. This is the first time a Global Assembly has been held in Canada. 
For this occasion, each region was invited to nominate four companies to perform during 
the Assembly. Canadian dance artists were solicited through an application process. 
During the week, you will have the opportunity to see a broad spectrum of dance forms 
performed by dancers representing a wide range of ages and physical abilities. 
 
Through Global Assemblies, the World Dance Alliance facilitates international exchanges 
and encourages dialogue among all people in dance. Over 22 countries are represented 
by participants attending the Assembly, including dancers, choreographers, educators, 
researchers, writers, presenters, administrators, artistic directors, and others. 
 
I hope you enjoy the performances and the opportunity to make new friends from around 
the world. 
 

Mary Jane Warner 
Chair 

WDA Global Assembly 2006 
 

 



  
Summertime 
Choreography: Debra Brown 
Dancers: Laurence Racine, Samuel Alvarez 
Music:  Domenic Dagenais, Janis Joplin, Pierre Laurendeau 
 
 
Debra Brown and Dancers 
Debra Brown is an internationally renowned choreographer. At the Cirque du Soleil, where she has 
been the principal choreographer since 1987, her many credits include Alegria, Saltimbanco, 
Mystère, and La Nouba. She has served as the principal choreographer for The Golden Ass by the 
Canadian Opera Company, The Ghosts of Versailles by the Metropolitan Opera, and other 
prominent productions. Her film credits include Catwoman, Barney’s Great Adventure, Journey of 
Man, and the multi-disciplinary film Satie and Suzanne, which won a 1997 Grammy Award. Debra 
has worked with Aerosmith, Björk, Celine Dion and Madonna, choreographing videos, live 
performances and television specials. A winner of eight national awards in gymnastics, she has 
choreographed for individuals and teams across North America such as the 1984 Olympic gold 
medalist Lori Fung, and the 2000 Canadian Olympic Synchronized Swimming Team. She also 
created and produced Apogée, a trampoline-based ballet that has appeared at prestigious events 
and galas throughout North America and Europe. 
 
 

______ 
 
 
Blind Dates 
Choreography:  Andy Wong 
Dancers:   Yvette Huang, Liz Tsai, May Au, Carol Wong, Lai Tak-wai 
Music:   Various Asian Pop Songs 
 
A series of scenarios, each scene beginning with a duet and ending with interactions between 
others to expose the most embarrassing, touching, ridiculous and nervous scenes that could 
possibly happen on the very first date with strangers. 
 
DanceArt Hong Kong (China) 
Founded in 1993, Dance Art Hong Kong is one of the most prominent professional modern dance 
companies in Hong Kong. Key members Francis Leung and Andy Wong are the major creative force 
of the company. Dance Art has been a grant recipient of the Hong Kong Arts Development Council 
since 2000. The company has toured to Taiwan, Germany and the United States to participate in 
arts festivals and to give performances and workshops. In 2003, Dance Art received a dance award 
presented by the Hong Kong Dance Alliance for its A Beautiful Life Series which addressed social 
issues through dance. 
 
The overseas tour of DanceArt Hong Kong is supported by the Arts Development Fund of the Home Affairs 
Bureau, the Government of the Hong Kong Special Administrative Region. 
 

________ 

 
World Dance Alliance Global Assembly Performances 

 
Chair of the WDA Global Assembly   Mary Jane Warner  
Performance Committee    Carol Anderson and Terrill Maguire, co-chairs;  

Holly Small, Sashar Zarif, Vivien Moore 
Graphic Designer    Tamara Tomic-Vajagic 
Publicist     Mary-Lou Schagena 
 
 

Sandra Faire and Ivan Fecan Theatre 
 
Fine Arts Performance Facilities  
 
Director      Cameron More 
Front of House and Coordinator 
      of Box Office Services   Scott Rennick 
House Manager     Sandra Crijenica 
 
Technicians and stagehands supplied by Fine Arts Performance Facilities 
 
Thanks to 
The World Dance Americas and the local organizers of this Assembly extend thanks to Dean Phillip 
Silver and members of the Dean’s Office staff for their assistance, especially Brigitte Kleer for 
ongoing advice and help with many aspects of the Assembly. Thank you to the Department of 
Dance staff members Louise Malisani and Vidya Prajapati for their outstanding support and their 
ability to juggle many tasks at once.  
 
Thanks also to Mark Chambers, Department of Music; to Selma Odom and other Dance faculty 
members who assisted with many of the tasks to bring this Assembly to fruition; to student 
assistants Nadia Halim, Heather Hurtubise, Linda Leowinata, and Vivien Moore for their consistent 
support; and to our many volunteers for their time, energy and enthusiasm. 
 
Thank you to Harbourfront staff members Kristine German and Kerri MacDonald, who shared their 
knowledge of programming and found additional performance opportunities for some of our dance 
artists. We also extend thanks to the many funding agencies who generously provided support for 
this ambitious project. 
 
Special thanks are extended to Amy Bowring, President of the Society for Canadian Dance Studies, 
who generously offered to co-partner this event; without her support the Assembly would not have 
been possible. Thanks to Frederick E. Warner for copy editing, patience and support for the past 
two years of planning. Finally, a thank you to Grant Strate for his advice, wisdom and guidance 
throughout the entire planning process 



Production Staff 
 
 
Producer: Mary Jane Warner 
Mary Jane Warner is a full professor and chair of the Department of Dance, York University. She 
has taught courses in ballet, history, repertory, movement analysis and dance education as well as 
holding several administrative positions at York. She is the author of Toronto Dance Teachers: 1825 
– 1925, and with Selma Odom, she published Canadian Dance: Visions and Stories. She holds a 
SSHRC grant to document the work of several of Canada’s senior contemporary choreographers 
through notation and videography. She is a member of the board for the World Dance Alliance 
Americas, and chair for this sixth WDA Global Assembly.  
 
 
Artistic Coordinator: Terrill Maguire 
Terrill Maguire is a Toronto-based choreographer, dancer, teacher, and arts educator. She has 
trained, created, taught, and performed in her native California, New York, and the British Isles as 
well as numerous parts of Canada. Called an “innovator and instigator,” Maguire was instrumental in 
initiating and developing the independent dance phenomenon in Canada, notably nurtured through 
her Inde Festivals of New Music and Dance. Maguire has collaborated with numerous 
composer/musicians, film-makers, literary and visual artists, film-makers, and other dancers to 
create a rich and varied body of work.  Her performances and choreography have been cited for 
their sensuality, honesty, beauty, and integrity. 
 
 
Production Manager & Lighting Designer: Arun Srinivasan 
Arun designs for dance, theatre, music, and special events. He has worked extensively in Toronto’s 
arts and entertainment industry with various artists, including Robert Desrosiers, Danny Grossman, 
Peter Chin and Claudia Moore. Productions have taken him to Ukraine, Malaysia, Singapore, India 
and across North America. In 2003, he was nominated for a Dora Mavor Moore Award for 
Outstanding Lighting Design. When not in the theatre, he can be found at the park on the monkey 
bars with his wife and kids. Arun is a member of the Associated Designers of Canada. 
 
 
Stage Manager: Ruthann Drummond 
Ruthann is a graduate of York’s Dance Program, with a completed minor in Theatre 
Production/Design. She has worked as stage manager, set designer and lighting designer on  
productions in the Dance and Theatre Departments at York, as well as assistant designer and stage 
manager for several companies and theatres in Toronto including Toronto Dance Theatre, Factory 
Theatre, Theatre Passe Muraille, and the Elgin Theatre. Ruthann loves all elements of performance 
production, and will continue her work offstage and on for years to come. She is excited to be 
working with the World Dance Alliance this summer. 
 

______ 
 
Please note: Latecomers will be admitted during a suitable break at the discretion of management. The use of 
cameras or other recording devices is not permitted. Patrons are reminded to please turn off watch alarms and 
cell phones for the duration of the performance. With the exception of water, no food or beverage is permitted in 
the theatre. Smoking is permitted outside university buildings only. 

 
 
 Adesa  (Human/Story) 
Choreography:  Isaac Akrong 
Dancers:  Glenn Norris Lau, Darcel Frederick, Shirley Boateng, Claudine Thomas, Tamiza  

Jetha, Rita Boateng, Ama Gyasi-Nimako, Trevor Forde, Mercedes D'Almeida, 
Isaac Akrong 

Music:   Isaac Akrong and audience (whenever you hear Choooboi on the stage …  
respond  “Hey”) 

Musicians/Voice: Berth Smith, Leonard Williams, Jin-Young Kang, Sija Tsai, Modesto Amegago,  
Isaac Akrong 

 
The dynamics of life, from Ghana to Canada, tells the story of Isaac Akrong through songs of 
ancestors and dances of nature. The piece reflects on childhood experiences: peers, games, 
challenges … through to adulthood. The stage mirrors the source of humanity. Every little 
movement has a unique meaning within a larger framework of discourse.  How does silence speak 
volumes in the middle of sounds of life? Try and relate what you hear, see, feel, and smell to what 
you are experiencing. We dance through our lives on earth. 
. 
The sounds stem from that of the rain as embodied in the akasha or shaker, the interlocking 
Kpanlogo drums and the apentima drum, with their cousin djembe, against the backdrop of the 
kagan and ngogo. They provide the background for the chants of human voice that assembles all to 
live in harmony through a heavy polyphonic music. This music is multi-layered, but together speaks 
in a single voicemany roots, many colors, one vision… humanity.  
 
African Dance Ensemble 
The African Dance Ensemble (ADE) is a multi ethnic performing group based in Toronto. ADE 
(pronounced “Ah-day”) is a Ga-Dangbe word signifying “telling.” Founded in 2001, Artistic Director 
Isaac Akrong envisioned a world of cultures blending to learn more about African culture through the 
arts and related disciplines. ADE aims at sharing the unique African traditional experience of dance, 
drumming and songs with the world, thereby serving as a window into the ethnology of the land and 
its people, to uphold the culture and tradition with integrity. 
 
 
  

INTERMISSION 
 
 
Resurgence 
Choreographer:  Terrill Maguire  
Dancers:    Laurence Lemieux, Jay Gower Taylor 
Music:              Marvin Dolgay, Dave Matheson     
 
"Resurgence" means "to rise again, to be resurrected; to sweep or surge back again." In this piece, 
a man and woman, their pasts and present entwined, strive to find a future in their embattled 
relationship. The essence of their journey can be captured in a line from the 13th century Persian 
poet and mystic, Rumi: "Gamble everything for love." It is part of a trilogy-in-progress called Love 
Stories 



 
Terrill Maguire 
Terrill Maguire is a Toronto-based choreographer, dancer and arts educator, who has worked in her 
native California, New York, and the British Isles as well as numerous parts of Canada. Called an 
“innovator and instigator,” Maguire was instrumental in initiating the independent dance 
phenomenon in Canada through her Inde Festivals of New Music and Dance. Her choreography has 
been inspired by both ancient and modern sources; her performances and choreography have been 
cited for their sensuality, honesty, beauty, and integrity. She has collaborated with composers, 
filmmakers, literary and visual artists and other dancers to create a rich and varied body of work. 
Her commitment to arts animation has taken her to under-served communities. She also teaches 
part-time for the York University Dance Department. 
 
 

________ 
 
 
 
An Angel at my Table 
Choreography:  Natasa Georgiou 
Performers:  Dara Milovanovic,Victoria Filippou Aristidou, Elena Agathokleous,  
  Alexandros Michael, Orestis Konnaris. 
Music:   Irenaeos Loukaides 
Sets and props:  Natasa Georgiou 
Costumes:   Ase and Natasa Georgiou 
 
    When you left, 
        The door was left open, 
  They took it as a sign of return, 
  Forgetting that the Angels 
  Can fly through windows. (by George Christodoulides) 
 
 
Dance Theatre Group Interact (Cyprus) 
Dance Theatre Group Interact was originally formed in 2004. Their first work, Babble On, 
choreographed by Natasa Georgiou, was awarded the second prize at the fourth Annual Dance 
Platform of Cyprus 2004. In March 2005, the group won the first prize at the fifth Annual Dance 
Platform of Cyprus with the work An Angel at my Table, idealized, choreographed and directed by 
Natasa Georgiou. The work was also performed at the eighth Annual European Festival in Cyprus. 
Their latest work Eleni’s Dream, based on a poem by the Cypriot poet George Moleskis, was 
presented at the second Dance Festival of the Cyprus New Movement of dance. InterAct is an 
associate partner and representative for Tracing Roads Across 2003-25, a European project under 
the framework of Culture 2000.  
 

________ 
 
 

Of dreams... seas (fragment) 
Choreography:    Cecilia Lugo 
Dancers:     Guadaluipe Acosta, Saúl González, Gabriela Gullco, Lino Perea, Marely  
    Romero, Oscar Velázquez Ayala 
Composer:    Sainkho, Dama Suma 
Music design & editing: Joaquín López "Chas" 
Set illumination/design: Xóchitl González 
Wardrobe design:       Jarmila Dostálová 
 
Like the intimate longing of the contemporary man to find doubts that may take him closer to 
himself, the dream comes up, like a possibility not to evade but to reunite; not to sleep but to wake 
up. 
 
Contempodanza (Mexico) 
Contempodanza is an independent dance company founded by Cecilia Lugo in 1986. Since it began 
in the Teatro de la Ciudad, it has continually performed on the major stages in Mexico and abroad. 
The company stands out because of its high level of technique and creativity, as well as bringing 
new ideas to its audiences. For almost 20 years, Contempodanza has had a stable presence as an 
independent dance company in Mexico. It has created more than 40 choreographic works of 
different styles, and it has welcomed over 100 elite professionals, including dancers, 
choreographers, teachers, singers, photographers, advisers, always in a continuous effort to excel. 
 
  
 

 
          Contempodanza, Mexico  
           


